Colonial Eleven Even As Penn Seeks 1st Win Over Once-Beaten Foce
Quakers Seek Revenge for Defeat Last Season; Yankee Star for Southern Conference Elim

by Hugh J. O'Brien

Seeking to snap a 10-game losing streak, the Quaker football team will set off against a long winless string at noon tomorrow in a contest with Franklin Field against an eager George Washington team. They hope to assert themselves after last week's setback by Florida knocked them from the unbeaten ranks. The Colonial's, with a delegation of 17 players from Pennsylvania and six from New Jersey, are eager to dis- play their prowess before their home fans. Last week's setback at the hands of the Quakers was a wake-up call for GW because of this fact.

The Colonial's can also be characterized as a team that is a team of opportunists. The Quakers could make every interception, which was really a Wake-Up call for GW because of this fact.

Penn To Debate Cambridge Team

Cambridge University debate team will meet University tomorrow at 4:00 p.m., in Houston Hall Auditorium on the main campus. The Undergraduate Council, which arranges for the annual debate, has chosen the Cambridge team because of the team's overwhelming victory last year.

For Junior Prom Queen Contest Blanks Available

For Junior Prom Queen Contest Contestants are: Joan Doherty, Alpha Chi Theta; Joseph Cohen, Alpha Xi Delta; Linda Seegal, Alpha Chi Omega; Donald Shubrick, Beta Sigma Phi; John McCullough, Beta Theta Pi; Charles L. Thompson, Delta Phi; Ronald K. Gold, Delta Phi; James M. Jones, Delta Phi; George Austin, Delta Tau Delta; Thomas Reilly, Delta Upsilon; Mark Rosen, Kappa Alpha; Walter Goldstein, Kappa Sigma; Jack McCarthy, Phi Delta Theta; George King, Phi Kappa Psi; Kenneth Butcher, Phi Gamma Delta; John S. Kagi, Phi Kappa Psi; Fred Engel, Phi Kappa Sigma; Forrest Kober, Phi Sigma Delta.

Other Included

Other representatives are: Joseph Fisher, Alpha Chi Omega; Howard Aaron, Alpha Phi; William Mark, Phi Kappa Psi; Kenneth H. Brown, Phi Lambda Psi; Kenneth Reed, Phi Lambda Pi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Richard A. Wood, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Frank Parker, Sigma Chi; Paul Wingrod, Sigma Nu; Robert H. Smith, Tau Beta Pi; Donald Lueck, Phi Kappa Psi; John J. A. Smurfour, Delta Upsilon; Doug Fink, Phi Delta Theta.

Additional Information

For DP Staff Positions

A meeting of the heelers and 28 students will take place Monday, October 17, at 7:15 p.m. at the Broad- wood Hotel to plan and make arrangements for the annual dance. Twenty-eight students have volunteered to work on the dance, and the advisor, the dean and the facilitator will work two things: one teaching and the second, training.
THE OPEN TAP
by Joy F. Frank

My apologies... as one brilliant student under my ever benevolent pen, I did not appear in any of our Greek houses over the holiday. Three times I got on hand for the game, he was not engaged professionally with his now famous Tiger-Alexander. His idea, a card cheering section for the team, was to be the i

THE MUSKRAT RAMBLERS

The good old days... Those are the days when you can remember the mounted barracks, the days when you could be epater les Anglais, the days when your barber was a man of some kind. And the days when you could be doing a jab at the business of the world, with that kind of business y

THE SOCIAL WISDOM

...As the coming fall season begins to show the signs of its own kind of beauty and the stillness of the air shows us the signs of its own kind of beauty and the stillness of the air shows us...
Phi Alpha, Kappa Nu Enter Organizational Meeting in the Will Start Monday, Oct. 17, at 3:30 p.m.

The first meeting of Phi Alpha, Kappa Nu, a new fraternity at Swarthmore, was held Monday, Oct. 17, at 3:30 p.m. in the wrestling room at the Baldwin Gym, which gave Phi Alpha its 12 points. The first score came in the first half when Turtletaub hit Eddie Fineman for a touchdown.

Quakers Meet Mighty Harvard as the Beaten Opponents to Add to Its Slate

The Cantabs ran away with the six points. Turtletaub scored a touchdown on a pass to Williams from Bill Baney to Barry Mead. Harvard scored a touchdown on a pass from Bill Zboray and Soph Paul Dwyer to Soph Paul Gey.

The Penn starting lineup will have co-captain Bud Weldk and Dick Graft at ends, co-captain Dan Schmauss and Stan Price at tackles, and Bud Weldk at center. The Quakers will be out to avenge the Penn-Harvard game against infantry. The line will be further furthered on the line to stop the defenses of the Penn's engineering backfield.

Boots Race in Triangular X-Country Tilt

The Penn-Liverpool-Temple meet was held Saturday, Oct. 15, in Van Cortland Park, New York, this afternoon. The Quakers ran away with the victory by 20 points to Penn's 56 and Temple's 24.

Yardley brings you months and months of shaving luxury — London style

From London, the world's center of fashions for men, comes Yardley Style Shaving Cream. The rich lather is imported from England and packaged in America — should give you up to six months of shaving luxury. Yardley Style Shaving Cream is available at your drugstore.

150 Gridders Meet Princeton

Pennsylvania's 150-gridiron football team jouneys to Princeton, preparing for the opening game in the Eastern Intercollegiate Lightweight Football League. Penn will be out to avenge the 29-7 loss that they got from Princeton last season. The Tigers, led by Coach Jack McCleskey, will be the only unbeatenn in the league. The key man in the Tiger line is captain Hugh McVeigh at center. Four veterans constitute the Princeton starting backfield.
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Lee To Be Guest Speaker At Canterbury Club Dinner

P. Blair Lee, president of the Western Savings Bank, will be the guest speaker of the Canterbury Club on Monday, October 16, 1955, at St. Mary's Church, 3616 Locust Street. He will talk on "The General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church."
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RESOLVED: That the employers of non-agricultural industries should receive a Guaranteed Annual Wage

Robert Fast and Wayne Lustig
will take the affirmative against Cambridge
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Colonial Eleven to Play Here;
Quakers Thriving for 1st Win

(Continued From Page One)

The backfield also possesses the same rawv reviews, with each back possessing good speed, owning exceptional pass receiving records, and having reputations as adept tacklers. Each back also possesses well along with quarterback back Bob Sturm, who completed almost half of his passes last year.

GW Attack Potent

Although George Washington piled up 613 yards rushing, without a pass completion, many screen plays, and many screen passes, Coach Doris Duke expects his team to hold the Colonial attack in check. Doris has praised the team's general overall improvement and expects the option play to be handled well. Doris will start the same eleven that lost to Pitt, with the exception of injured quarterback Jack McCarthy, who will be replaced by Dick Ross. Third stringer Vince Kelly will probably see much action also. An adept T-formation quarterback who can't play as a fresh be
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18. If no answer call Loganwood 4-683. Along with Ross in the backfield will be Stan Chaplin, Alex DeLusta, and Neil Hyland. Hyland's impressive practice performance kept him in the starting eleven over Bob Schuur, who completed almost half of his passes last year.
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